INSIDE the PROPOSAL!

SHE’S HAPPIER THAN EVER

On a secret New York getaway, Justin Theroux, 41, pops the question. The latest on wedding plans, starting a family and Jen’s joy. PLUS THEIR ROMANTIC ROAD TO ‘I DO’
My Baby Inspired Me to...

...CHANGE MY LIFE! AFTER BECOMING PARENTS, THESE STARS BEGAN BIG PROJECTS—FROM A NATURAL PRODUCT LINE TO A GLOBAL HEALTH CAMPAIGN

Start a Company!

JESSICA ALBA, MOM TO HONOR AND HAVEN

While shopping for eco-friendly baby products for daughter Honor, 4, the actress, 31, quickly realized, “I was spending all this money for something that doesn’t work and is not cute.” And so, shortly after daughter Haven, 1, was born, so was the Honest Company. The stylish line of nontoxic essentials has earned the self-described “young, modern mom” $27 million from investors—and the praise of some key customers. “Honor picked the sweet vanilla-orange scent for the shampoo,” Alba says. “She said, ‘This is awesome!’”

Sunscreen, $13.95, shampoo & bodywash, $9.95, and diapers, $13.95; honest.com